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Anna University Exams April / May 2017 – Regulation 2013 
Rejinpaul.com Unique Important Questions – 8th Semester BE/BTECH 

EE6801 Electric Energy Generation, Utilization and Conservation 

Unit 1 
1. Discuss the series parallel control of electric traction motor 
2. A 250 tonnes train with 10 % rotational inertia effect is started with uniform acceleration and reaches a 

speed of 50 km/h/s in 265 seconds on level road. Find the specific energy consumption if the journey is 
to be made according to trapezoidal speed time curve. Acceleration = 2 km/h/s, Tracking retardation = 3 
km /h/s; distance between the stations = 2.4 km; efficiency = 0.9; Track resistance = 5 kg/ tones.  

3. Explain different types of supply system used in traction system. 
4. Describe briefly about regenerative braking and how this can be applied to D.C series traction motors. 

5. Explain (a) multi motor speed control (b) Trends in electric traction system. 
6. A train runs with an average speed of 50 kmph. Distance between the stations is 4.5 km. Values of 

acceleration and retardation are 1.5 kmphps and 1.8 kmphps respectively.Find the maximum speed of 
the train assuming trapezoidal speed time curve.  

7. Explain the principle and operation of a modern ac locomotive.  
8. What are the various types of electric braking used in traction 
9. A sub – urban traction system has a maximum speed of 60 kmph. The sheduled speed including station 

stop is 60 seconds in 40 kmph. If the acceleration is 1.8 kmphps, calculate the value of retardation, when 
the average distance between stop is 3 km.  

Unit 2 
1. Discuss construction and working of (a) sodium vapour lamp (b) CFL lamp. 
2. Explain the various steps followed in calculation of illumination for designing the flood lighting in sports 

ground 
3. State and prove laws of illumination. 
4. A class room dimension 10 metre * 7.5 metre with a ceiling height of 4 metres  is to be provided with 

general illumination of 300 lux. Considering a coefficient of utilization is 0.5 and depreciation factor of 1.2. 
Determine the number of 36 watts fluorescent lamps required. The luminous efficacy of 36 watts 
fluorescent lamp is 84 lumens per watt.  

5. Explain the various steps followed in calculation of illumination for designing the residential lighting and 
street lighting  

6. An illumination of 75 lux is to be provided in workshop hall measuring 40m * 10 m. determine the number 
of rating of lamps when 7 stresses are provided at mutual spacing of 5 meters. Assume depreciation factor 
as 0.8, coefficient of utilization as 0.4 and efficiency of lamps as 15 lumen/W. 

7. List the various types of lamps commercially available. Also specify the energy efficient lamps for 
domestic and industrial lighting applications. 

8. Design a street lighting of a road of 300m long which is required to be illuminated by providing 40 W 
fluorescent lamp. The width of the road is 4m. Illumination is 0.6 lux. Assume efficacy of lamp as 70 
Lumen/ watt. 

9. A workshop dimension 30 metre * 20 metre is illuminated by 30 Nos. of 400 watts metal halide lamps. 
The luminous efficacy of metal halide lamp is 90 lumens/watt. The depreciation factor is 1.2 and 
utilization factor is 0.6. Calculate the illumination level of the working plane. 
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Unit 3 
1.  Draw a neat sketch of induction furnace and explain its working. 
2. Discuss the principle and the functioning of arc welding and the difference between carbon and metal 

arc welding  
3. Explain the characteristics of a (a)welding transformer (b) welding generator 
4. An insulating material 2 cm thick and 150 sq.cm. in area is to be heated by dielectric heating. The material 

has permittivity of 4 and pf as 0.04. Power required is 400 watts and frequency of 40 MHz. Determine the 
voltage and the current that will flow through the material. If the voltage were limited to 700 volts, what 
will the frequency to get the same loss? 

5. Draw a neat sketch of AJAX – WYATT induction furnace and explain its working. 
6. Draw the voltage versus current characteristics of a welding transformer. How the dropping 

characteristics are achieved in welding transformer? 
7. A plywood board 120cm * 90cm *1.5 cm is to be heated to 90°C in 30 minutes by dielectric heating 

technique at a frequency of 30 MHz. The specific heat for wood is 0.35 and specific weight of wood is 
0.56 grams/cubic cm. the ambient temperature is 30°C and relative permittivity of 5, absolute 
permittivity of 8.85 * 10-12. The operating power factor is 0.05 leading. Calculate the power required for 
the heating process.  

8. With a conceptual diagram, explain the process of induction heating. 
9. Draw a neat sketch of vertical induction core type furnace and explain its working. 

 
Unit 4 

1.  Explain the main components of a flat plate collector 
2. Enumerate the different types of concentrating type collectors. Describe a collector used in power plant 

for generation of electrical energy. 
3. Determine the average value of solar radiation on a horizontal surface for June 22, at the latitude of 10° 

N, if constants a and b are given as equal to 0.30 and 0.51 respectively, and the ratio of average daily 
sunshine hours of  a period to maximum daily sunshine hours of the same period is 0.55. 

4. Estimate the daily global radiation on a horizontal surface at Baroda (22° 13’ N, 73° 13’ E) during the month 
of March. If constants a and b are given equal to 0.28 and 0.48 respectively and average sunshine hours 
for day are 9.5. 

5. Describe the photovoltaic principles of solar power generation. Compare the different types of solar cells 
with respect to power output and efficiency 

6. Why orientation is needed in concentrating type collectors? Describe the different methods of sun 
tracking. 

7. Explain the principle of conversion of solar energy into heat 
8. Calculate the angle made by the beam radiation with the normal to a flat plate collector, on December 1, 

at 9:00 solar time for a location at 28° 35’ N. The collector is tilted at an angle of latitude plus 10° with the 
horizontal and is pointing due south.  

Unit 5 
1.  Describe with neat sketch the working of wind energy conversion system with main components. How 

are WEC systems classified? Discuss in brief. Also discuss advantages and disadvantages of wind energy 
conversion systems. 
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2. What are the advantages of vertical axis machines over horizontal type? Determine a rotor for relatively 
low velocity wind. 

3. Explain the working of a horizontal axis wind turbine driven generator with a diagram. Show the 
mechanism for the automatic reorientation of the turbine axis along the wind direction 

4.  Describe the main considerations in selecting a site for wind generators.  
5. Derive the expression for power developed due to wind. 
6. Explain the principle of operation of  wind mills with neat diagram and discuss its characteristics  
7. Describe horizontal axis type aero generators. 
8. Wind at 1 standard atmospheric pressure and 15°C temperature has a velocity of 10 m/s. The turbine 

has diameter of 120 m and its operating speed in 40 rpm at maximum efficiency. Calculate: 
a) the total power density in the wind stream, 
b) the maximum obtainable power density assuming η= 40% 
c) the total power produced (in kW) and  
d) the torque and axial thrust.  
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